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We are the Elastomeric Compounding Specialists
F RO M FO RM UL ATI O N TO A PPL I CATI O N

This technical study aims to quantify 
the reinforcing effect of different 
loadings and combinations of 
meta-aramid and para-aramid chopped 
fibres. By addition of these technical 
fibres we aim to greatly increase low 
extension modulus in a variety of 
rubber materials. These fibre reinforced 
compounds are predominantly used 
in the oil and gas industry, particularly 
anti-extrusion seals.

Background
Aramid fibres are synthetic fibres well known for 
their strength to weight ratio and heat resistant 
properties. Aramid fibres gain their strength from 
the aromatic polyamide molecular chain. The chain 
forms a highly orientated structure which imparts 
exceptionally high strength to the material. In a 
rubber compound it is important to achieve good 
dispersion of fibres and establish a grain direction in 
order to optimise reinforcement. Additionally fibre 
aspect ratio and dip treatment will have an effect 
on reinforcement.
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WHAT TO ASK YOURSELF
Are you looking for a compound with improved anti-

extrusion processing properties?

Do you feel you would benefit from a compound 
with high modulus values at low elongation?

Does your end application require load deflection 
characteristics at low extensions?

We may have the compound for you, 
and if we don’t currently, we will work 

alongside you to develop a tailor made 
compound to suit your application 

and industry.

NOTES

Figure 1 Aramid fibre chemical structure
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Figure 2 FEPM with high level meta-aramid fibre tested with grain at 150 mm/min

Results and Discussion

We began our investigation using 
meta-aramid fibres. This fibre is very 
reinforcing, but not to the same extent 
as a para-aramid fibre. 

The benefit of this is increased processability of the 
compound even at high loadings of the fibre.
It became apparent that a balance of fibre content 
to polymer content must be struck in order to have 
a compound that is both processable and has the 
optimum physical properties. The strength gained from 
a high fibre loading must be balanced with the drop in 
elongation to break to produce a suitable compound for 
the application that can be processed relatively well.

We attempted a high level of the meta-aramid fibre 
incorporated into a non-black filled FEPM compound 
and a black filled FKM type 1 compound.

As shown in the tensile plots below low extension 
modulus is very high for these compounds; the part 
will resist deflection at high pressures. Elongation to 
break is very low, as expected, and this must be taken 
into consideration for each application. The part is 
not designed to extend much, and so a low ultimate 
elongation is appropriate.

Procedure
The test compounds were moulded into sheets for physical testing. We measured various properties including 
tensile stress, modulus @ 5% and 10% and ultimate elongation; which were tested with and against the grain, 
using both slow (150 mm/min) and fast (500 mm/min) cross head speeds.
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Figure 3 FKM with high level meta-aramid fibre tested with grain at 500 mm/min

Having established an optimum level 
of meta-aramid fibre in our compounds 
we began adding small amounts of 
para-aramid fibre to increase the anti-
extrusion properties further. 

The blend of two fibres allows a large increase in 
strength without dramatically affecting the compound 
processability. We tried both low and medium loadings 
of two different types of para-aramid with a high 
loading of meta-aramid.

Figure 4 Comparison of two different para-aramids in an FKM compound measured with grain at 150mm/min
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There is a clear difference in the para-aramid fibres 
tested. Type 1 fibres do not interact well with the polymer 
matrix and so act as weak points in the structure. This 
leads to lower strength and elongation to break. The 
tensile plot is more erratic as the fibre-matrix interface 
is broken due to insufficient reinforcement. A low level 
of fibre Type 2 was chosen as this gave a good balance 
of strength and elongation with good processability.

Figure 5 FKM with high loading of meta-aramid and low loading of para-aramid tested with grain at 150 mm/min

This FKM compound has high modulus values and a 
similar elongation to the previous FEPM compound. 
The combination of the two fibres imparts a high 
strength to the compound when tested in grain.

Current anti-extrusion seals are often made by using 
a high amount of black filler to give a high strength, 

high hardness compound. As such many engineers 
are familiar with these stiff seals, and trust their 
effectiveness. Compounds were therefore stiffened 
by the addition of a small amount of highly reinforcing 
black filler, in order to feel like current anti-extrusion 
seals.
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Figure 6 Reinforcing black filled FEPM with established fibre package tested with grain at 500 mm/min

Figure 7 Reinforcing black filled FKM with established fibre package tested with grain at 500 mm/min

By using a careful blend of technical fibres we can 
dramatically improve the strength and low extension 
modulus whilst maintaining low fibre content. This 
has benefits in compound processability indicated by 
maintaining a workable compound viscosity. 

Lower compound viscosity allows for easier grain 
orientation when forming the part to give high 
anisotropic strength.
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GET IN TOUCH WITH OUR TECHNICAL TEAM TO DISCUSS YOUR REQUIREMENTS FURTHER
For further information on polymer types and grades used in this paper please visit our website 
www.clwydcompounders.com or call to speak to a member of our technical team +44 (0) 1978 810551.

Conclusion
This project shows that by utilising a combination of meta-aramid and para-aramid fibre we can achieve a 
compound with high resistance to extrusion; indicated by high modulus values at low elongation. Fibre loaded 
compounds remain difficult to process but by reducing compound viscosity improved reinforcement, from fibre 
orientation in the matrix, is achievable.

Clwyd Compounders can develop a range of bespoke fibre enhanced compounds for 
many processes and applications. These compounds target applications requiring 
particular load deflection characteristics at low extensions. By incorporating these 
aramid fibres into high quality synthetic elastomers we can produce highly chemically 
resistant and temperature resistant compounds for very demanding high pressure 
applications. These types of elastomeric compounds will be in greater demand in 
the future as the oil and gas industry attempts to drill deeper wells in more extreme 
environments.

Figure 8 Compound rheology minimum (ML) of a number of samples containing aramid fibres

Rheology Minimum @ 165oC


